HD IMAGERY ON AN ANALOGUE PLATFORM
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The Vista Quantum Xtra and Quantum Plus 960H Series full size Digital Video
Recorders provide REAL TIME continuous High Resolution Recordings to
HD960H with the facility to copy any incidents to a DVD as required for
evidence purposes. They have the capacity to record for the designated period
of time without sacrificing recorded picture quality.
Available in 4, 8 & 16 Camera Capacity Versions.
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This comparison demonstrates
the differences in recorded
picture quality. The height of
each is effectively comparing
the number of pixels.
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The Quantum 960H range of DVRs offer real time recording at HD quality,
providing an increase of up to 25% in image quality (when used with
matching 960H (700TVL) cameras) on recorded images compared to D1
DVR’s. This is achieved with no extra overhead on storage. These class
leading DVRs allow users to upgrade to HD imagery on an analogue
platform plus are fully backwards compatible with all existing analogue
cameras. These powerful DVRs provide telemetry control of PTZ cameras
and domes via RS485 or coaxial telemetry direct from front panel controls,
mouse, remote keyboard or client software. The inclusion of an HDMI main
monitor output ensures high quality images, plus 2 programmable spot
monitors allow for extremely flexible user displays allowing Individual
monitors to be set up to respond to specific events and use the required
sequence pattern. Due to their high performance and rich feature set, the
full range is suitable for the majority of CCTV applications. Recording of
images per second and image quality is adjustable on a per camera basis via
schedule, VMD, and alarm activations. Operation is controlled via a standard
mouse, making it simple and intuitive to use. The speed and quality of the
recorded images allows them to be used for evidential purposes, while the
simple search and download facility to DVD, CD or USB makes handling and
transferring the images quick and easy.

Key Features:
HD 960H Video
This latest recording technology matches the DVR
recording system to the cameras to produce an
industry leading recording Quality

iPhone and Android APPs
These free of charge applications allow remote
monitoring of the DVR from mobile handsets

Real time 960H recording & playback
Records 25ips per camera, up to 400ips global
recording & review

Multiple monitor outputs
HDMI & VGA monitor outputs for excellent picture
quality, plus 2 programmable spot outputs give the
operator greater viewing flexibility, than other similar
specification DVRs

Intuitive set-up menus
Driven from the front panel, mouse or remote keyboard making it easy for the the end user to operate

Up to 12TB of storage onboard the unit
Enough storage to cover the vast majority of
applications

Vista is the UK's most popular brand of CCTV equipment and can be seen in a vast number of applications across the
world from retail outlets and town centres to sports stadiums and banking enterprises. The Vista range of products is continually
being developed and enhanced by their UK-based design team, with a continuing focus on combining innovation with simplicity.
This ensures that the market enjoys a range of products that is both powerful in design but operates with a minimum of
complexity. Vista has an in-depth understanding of the market requirements and the advancing technologies
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